IPCC Model
Model Figure S1 : The probability of selecting the estimated recruitment from a given year for the ENVIRON projection.
Bootstrapped model runs were conducted to evaluate the difference among the estimated values (e.g. SSB, Fishing) from the three different model formulations. Because the different models were based on the same underlying data, the outputs were not independent and could not be compared with simple probability intervals. We followed the method of Miller and Legault (2017) utilizing parametric bootstrap runs. Distribution were constructed for the catch, survey indices and age composition data with the mean set to the observed values and dispersion based on the coefficient of variation. Five hundred data sets were created and run through the three different model formulations producing fifteen hundred sets of estimated values. The three different models were each fit to the same bootstrapped data set and compared. The difference in the quantities of interest (e.g. SSB, Fishing) across the different models was then sorted to produce 95% intervals. The outputs were similar across the three models, but were consistently different after 1994 (Figures S2 & S3) . While the patterns were the same, the standard model always had the highest SSB and lowest fishing mortality while the environmental model with cv = 0.2 had the lowest SSB and highest fishing mortality. The environmental model with cv = 0.5 was in the middle. After 1994, the intervals consistently did not cross zero indicating the outputs were different among the three model formulations ( Figure S4 ). Figure S4 : Estimated 95% probability intervals and median for the difference among the three models from the parametric bootstraps. After 1994, the intervals consistently do not cross zero.
